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Small unmanned aerial vehicles are an increasing threat for manned aviation. There is a
risk of a mid-air collision between such drones and manned aircraft. Within this paper, drone
strikes with various aircraft targets are investigated with numerical simulations. Drone strikes
on wing leading edges and helicopter windscreens are simulated. The simulations are
performed with the explicit solver Radioss. The FE models of the targets as well as the drone
are described in detail. The results show that both drone and target structure suffer severe
damage. It depends on the point of impact how severe the damage is. The penetration speed
of the windshield is between 85 m/s and 90 m/s. We determine worst-case impact scenarios
and discuss, how the target structure may sustain such damage. In this worst-case scenario, a
doubling of the windshield is needed to withstand a drone strike. In the case of impacts on
wing leading edges, the damage depends strongly on the location. The central impact on a rib
shows less damage than the impact between two ribs. From impacts with a speed of 80 m/s
onwards, it must be assumed that the airworthiness of the target aircraft is strongly affected.

I. Introduction
Small unmanned aerial vehicles (sUAV) are increasingly becoming the focus of public attention due to their wide
range of applications. UAVs are used for photos and videos, farming, deliveries, surveillance and further activities.
With the increasing use of UAVs or so-called “drones”, the risk of a drone strike between unmanned and manned
aircraft increases [1]. As current aircraft structures are only designed to withstand bird strikes, drone strikes pose a
new threat to manned aviation. Therefore, in this paper we perform a numerical investigation of the impact of typical
quadcopter drones on various manned aviation target structures with the explicit finite element (FE) solver Radioss.
Both a generic wing leading edge and the windshield of a Blackhawk helicopter are studied as target structures. In
September 2017, there was a mid-air collision between a DJI Phantom 4 quadcopter and a UH-60M Blackhawk
helicopter [2]. While the helicopter had only minor damage to the window frames and rotor blades, the UAV was
completely destroyed. This accident confirms the relevance of the topic. The question arises as to what would have
happened if the drone had hit the helicopter windshield frontally. Furthermore, it must be investigated what effect an
impact of a drone has on other aircraft structures, e.g. wing leading edges (WLE).
The issue of collision of drones with aircraft structures is already being researched. A first study about the damage
potential of drones was published by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) in 2013 [3]. They concluded that
the airframe of a commercial aircraft will penetrate if a drone hits the structure with impact speeds larger than 103 m/s.
One of the fundamental reports about drone strikes was published by ASSURE (Alliance for System Safety of UAS
through Research Excellence) [4–7]. On the basis of their numerical results they conclude, that a drone strike produces
more damage than a bird strike for the same kinetic energy. Further authors like Song and Schroeder [8–11], Man et
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al. [12], Schwab [13], Lyons et al. [14], Yu et al [15], Hou et al. [16] as well as Liu et al. [17] investigated the impact
of drones with engines. Together, these studies show that the ingestion of a drone will lead to severe damage within
the ingestion, especially in the area of the fan. Very little is currently known about drone strikes with helicopters. Che
Man et al. [18] as well as Jonkheijm [19] performed numerical investigations with helicopter windshields. Che Man
used a very simple windshield model. On the other hand, the material data used by Jonkheijm are questionable since
they are very large and his results show a very brittle behavior. Ritt et al. [20] published an investigation of a drone
strike on a helicopter canopy demonstrator. Material data of the models are not published in this study. Drone strikes
with fixed wing aircraft structures have been more in focus so far. Among others, Dadouche et al. [21], Meng et al.
[22] as well as Lu et al. [23] conducted impact tests and validated their finite element models against these data.
Further authors like Wang et al. [24], Drumond et al. [25, 26] and Warsiyanto et al. [27] have only performed
numerical analyses of drone strikes with aircraft structures.
Two research gaps emerge from the literature review. First, the drone strike on a helicopter windshield with a
precise modeling approach needs to be investigated. Second, the question arises whether damage to various aircraft
structures can be reduced by varying drone parameters, e.g. impact velocity or flight orientation. These issues are
explored in this paper. For this purpose, the FE models are presented in the following chapter. Chapter 3 will show
and discuss the results.

II. FE Models of Target and Projectile
This study uses the finite element method (FEM) to analyze drone strikes with a WLE and a windshield. FE models
are created of both the targets and the projectiles. This chapter describes the used FE and material models. Hypermesh
2017 is used as the pre-processor to create the models. The explicit solver Radioss 2017 is used for calculations and
post-processing is done with Hyperview 2017.
A. Wing Leading Edge (WLE)
Figure 1 shows the FE model of a generic wing leading edge (WLE), its boundary conditions and its dimensions.
The leading edge of the wing is modelled up to the first spar without the wing box. The model consists of three parts:
skin, ribs and spar. It has a length of 1500 mm. The ribs are parabolic with a width and height of 400 mm each. There
are five ribs along the model with a distance of 375 mm. The material of the skin is aluminum Al2024-T3 with a
thickness of h = 1.6 mm. We use the Johnson-Cook material model for Al2024-T3. Ribs and the spar are composed
out of aluminum Al7075-T7451 with an elasto-plastic material model. The ribs have a thickness of h = 2.0 mm, the
spar has a thickness of h = 3.5 mm. All elements are fully integrated shell elements to avoid hourglassing. The skin is
connected to the ribs via rivets (connector elements). A fixed clamping of the rear edge is modelled. A “Type 7”
general contact is used to model the contact between the components. The whole WLE consists out of 426945 shell
elements and 428830 nodes. Two impact locations are investigated, the central impact on a rib and the impact between
two ribs. Furthermore, two flight orientations are studied, shown in Figure 2. Four impact speeds are studied: 20 m/s,
80 m/s, 100 m/s and 150 m/s.

Figure 1: a) FE model of wing leading edge; b) Boundary conditions; c) Dimensions
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Figure 2: Impact locations and configurations
The Johnson-Cook model with damage initiation (M2 in Radioss) is used for Al2024-T3 with data from [28] whereas
Al7075-T6 is described with an elastic-plastic piecewise linear material model (M36 in Radioss) with data from [29].
The material data are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1: Material data for Al2024-T3 (Johnson-Cook) [28]

Al2024-T3

Density
[kg/m³]

Young’s modulus
MPa

2770

73000
1

Al2024-T3

Poisson’s ratio
[-]
[MPa] [MPa]
0.33

369

2

0.112

684

3

0.123

-1.5

[-]

[-]

[-]

0.73 0.0083 1.7

1

4

[-]

5

0.007

0

Table 2: Elastic-plastic piecewise linear material model [29]
Density Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio
[kg/m³]
MPa
[-]
Al7075-T6

2796

71016

0.33

p02

[MPa]

476

m

[MPa]
538

max

[-]

0.09

B. Windshield
The second model is a helicopter windshield model. This model is based on the Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk
Helicopter geometry. The main difference of various modeling setups is the applied abstraction scale in discretization.
The possibilities of a layered-shell approach and two models with stacked layers are analyzed. The replacement model
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of the Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk windshield can be modeled by its layered structure, consisting of two PMMA
layers and an intermediate adhesive layer, as a single layer of elements representing the entire overall structure as a
laminate stack. This method applies shell elements to capture the bending behavior of the laminate with a single layer
of elements. In addition, using at least one integration point per layer ensures that the stresses and strains of each layer
can be derived. Figure 3a) shows the layered-shell approach. In the next step, the meshing of the individual layers of
the windshield is modeled by at least one layer of elements. This so-called stacked approach is modeled with both
volume and shell elements. Adjacent layers share neighboring nodes and their degrees of freedom at the contact
surfaces are coupled. This approach may be used either with solid or shell elements. Figure 3b) shows the stackedsolid model and Figure 3c) the stacked-shell model. The stacked-solid model has one element layer of solid elements
for each layer of the windshield. The stacked-shell model, on the other hand, consists of two element layers with shell
elements and an adhesive layer of solid elements in between. The consideration of the simulation results of the prestudy is done in terms of damage behavior, computation time and modeling effort.
a) Layered-Shell

b) Stacked-Solid

c) Stacked-Shell

Figure 3: Preliminary investigation for windshield modeling
We assume that the windshield consists out of acrylic glass. The brittle material model M27_PLAS_BRIT is used in
Radioss to describe the behavior of this material. Between two acrylic glass layers is an adhesive layer made of
polyvinylbutyral (PVB). The M59_CONNECT material model is used for the adhesive layer. All material model
values are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Material data for windshield model [30, 31]

Acrylic glass
PVB

Density
[kg/m³]
1180
1100

Young’s modulus
[MPa]
3000
530

Poisson’s ratio
[-]
0.4
0.485

Yield stress
y [MPa]
60
11

Hardening
[-]
0.5
-

max. Strain
[-]
0.025
-

In the analysis of damage initiation and propagation, the stacked-shell model shows the most accurate results compared
to the other models. It is noticeable that the stacked-shell model underestimates the damage, whereas the stacked-solid
model predicts a larger damage range, since it is the only one that takes the relevant out-of-plane stress component
into account. When investigating the computational and modeling effort, as expected, is significantly lower for a
layered-shell model compared to the stacked-layer approaches. Due to the smaller number of degrees of freedom
(DoF), the stacked-shell model is 50 % faster to complete compared to the stacked-solid model. Finally, we see a
significant difference in the maximum displacement in z-direction for the layered-shell and the two stacked
approaches. The layered-shell model shows a maximum deflection of u = 3.76 mm whereas the stacked models have
a maximum deflection in z-direction of u = 7.01 mm each (Figure 4).

Table 4 presents the results of the comparison of the different modelling approaches. For these reasons, the stackedshell approach is chosen as the basis for this work. Based on the stacked-shell approach, the windshield of the Sikorsky
UH-60 Black Hawk transport helicopter is modeled and meshed using CAD files from an online CAD database (see
Figure 5). The model consists of two shell element layers bonded together by a solid layer of cohesive elements. The
thickness of the windshield is 6 mm and the element size of the mesh is 5 mm. In first investigations, the edge of the
windscreen is assumed to be fixed clamped in place.
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Figure 4: Deformations of various modeling approaches

Table 4: Summary of the evaluation criteria for the modelling approaches
Deformation
Damage
Modelling effort
Numerical effort

Layer-Shell
o
++
++

Stacked-Solid
++
++
-o

Stacked-Shell
++
+
o
+

Figure 5: a) FE model of helicopter windshield; b) Boundary conditions; c) Modelling technique
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C. SUAV Model
We use a simplified FE model of a DJI Phantom 4 quadcopter, as this UAV is often used by non-professionals (see
Figure 6). The Phantom 4 is one of the most sold consumer drones according to [32]. This model consists out of five
different components: 4 x Motors, battery, top- and bottom shell, as well as landing gear. We look primarily at the
motors and battery, as previous studies have found that these components can generate particularly high levels of
damage. The FE models of the battery as well as that of the motors are validated against quasi-static compression test
data. The rotors, the camera system, electronic systems and the inner structure are neglected. The mass of the neglected
components is evenly distributed around the center of the drone. Therefore, the density of the top- and bottom shell
material is increased in this area. As a result, the mass of the simplified drone model corresponds to that of a real
drone. Motors as well as the battery are attached to the structure with rigid elements. To model the interaction of
components, a general TYPE7 contact is used. The full drone model consists out of 272170 nodes and 223675
elements. AlMg3 and AISI 1006 are modeled with the Johnson-Cook model (Table 5). The drone model has a mass
of 1380 g.

Figure 6: FE model of sUAV with detailed description of motor and battery model

Table 5: Johnson-Cook material data for AlMg3 and AISI 1006 [33, 34]
[kg/m³]

MPa

[-]

[MPa] [MPa]

AlMg3

2700

68000

0.3

28.13

278.67

AISI 1006

7872

190000

0.3

350

275

1

2

3

[-]

[-]

[-]

0.183 0.00439 2.527
0.36
4

0.022

1.0
5

AlMg3

-0.2

1.133

-0.229

0.0897

7.978

AISI 1006

-0.8

2.1

-0.5

0.002

0.61

6

[-]
0.1
1

Radioss is able to calculate parameters for the Johnson-Cook model out of yield strength, tensile strength and
elongation at break. This option is used for M530-50A with the following values (Table 6). The materials used for the
battery modeled with the elastic-plastic piecewise linear material models are polycarbonate (PC) and polyurethane.
The lithium-polymer cells are modeled as a stacked pouch model with material data from Sahraei et al. [35]. The
PCBs are modeled with a glass fibre G-10 orthotropic model with data from [5].
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Table 6: Material values for elastic-plastic piecewise linear material model
!
M530-50A

kg
%
m$

7700

MPa

MPa

[-]

210000

0.3

295

430

0.89

[36]

0.3

62

62

0.2

[22]

0.1

5

5

0.1

[37]

PC
1200
2350
Polyurethane
1000
200*
(Foam)
*(adjusted to avoid numerical instabilities)

p02

m

MPa

max

[-]

Source

III. Results and Discussion
A. Drone Strikes on Wing Leading Edge (WLE)
We investigate drone strikes on the WLE and the windshield. Four impact speeds and two flight orientations are
studied. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results for impacts on a rib and between two ribs at the time t = 10 ms. As
expected, the damage increases with increasing impact velocity. We see a penetration of the drone into the WLE at a
speed of 150 m/s for both flight orientations. The 0° orientation produces one hole in the impact center whereas the
45° orientation produces two holes on both sides next to the centrally struck rib. Both damages may lead to catastrophic
failures and a crash of the aircraft. There is no penetration for lower impact velocities. Instead, the structures show
distinct plastic deformations and cracks within the skin. These damages may influence the flight characteristics of the
target. Fragments of the drone are deflected along the WLE. The lowest velocity is the maximum flight velocity of
the drone. In this case, the target can be assumed to be hovering or on the ground. The drone booms break away,
however, the damage to the target structure is not as pronounced as for higher velocities. We only look at structures
made out of aluminum in this study. If the WLE is made out of composite materials, even such a low velocity impact
will produce severe damage like delaminations.

Figure 7: Drone strike on WLE (rib)
Figure 8 presents the results for drone strikes between two ribs for 0° and 45° flight orientation. The results also show
an increase in damage with increasing impact velocity. In contrast to the impact on a rib, we see a penetration of the
drone into the WLE starting at 100 m/s. This penetration is independent of the flight orientation. After this penetration,
7
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the drone hits the spar. At a speed of 150 m/s, the drone penetrates both, the skin and the spar for the 0° orientation.
With a flight orientation of 45°, the drone completely rips the WLE segment between two ribs. This may lead to
catastrophic failure with fatal consequences for the passengers. First cracks already appear at an impact speed of
80 m/s and an orientation of 45°. The produced damage is comparable to that from the University of Dayton impact
tests [38]. A sUAV was shot in their tests with 120 m/s against a Mooney M20 WLE. This impact showed large,
distinct damage. The drone penetrated the skin.

Figure 8: Drone strike on WLE (between ribs)
B. Drone Strikes on Helicopter Windshields
First drone strikes on H/C windshields are simulated with an impact velocity of 100 m/s. Figure 9 shows the damage
development of a drone strike with a H/C windshield. The drone has a 0° orientation. The landing gear of the drone is
the first component that gets in contact with the windshield. It consists out of PC and induces no damage. Damage
arises from 4 ms. We see first cracks, induced by the impact of the first motor. These cracks continue to tear as the
impact progresses. At the time 8 ms, the drone has completely penetrated the windshield. Heavy and dense
components like the motors, the battery, camera or other payload are able to penetrate into the cockpit und injure
people.
We determine the perforation velocity with a parameter study. The impact velocity of the drone is varied for this
investigation. Previous simulations show that the drone perforates the windshield at a speed of 100 m/s. Therefore,
the impact speed is reduced until no more perforation occurs. The speed is reduced by steps of 5 m/s. A significant
difference in terms of damage can be seen for impact velocities of 85 m/s and 90 m/s (see Figure 10). At a speed of
90 m/s the drone still perforates the windshield. On the other hand, at a speed of 85 m/s, the drone is deflected along
the windshield. Cracks appear at the windshield boundaries. These are modeled with a fixed clamping, which may
lead to unrealistic damage behavior around the boundaries due to the unnaturally high stiffness. Nevertheless, at an
impact speed of 85 m/s, the drone is not able to perforate the windshield and cannot penetrate into the cockpit.
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Figure 9: Damage development during impact on a H/C windshield with 100 m/s

Figure 10: Determination of perforation velocity
This study shows that the boundary conditions have a significant influence on the damage and the impact behavior of
the target. Therefore, one half of the helicopter cockpit is modeled to gain more realistic results, see Figure 11. A
worst-case scenario is determined to investigate drone strikes on this impact level. The impact speed is 120 m/s. The
drone projectile has a 45° orientation, which means that two motors hit the windshield simultaneously. The outer edge
of the cockpit model is fixed to a single point with rigid elements. The windshield is attached to the cockpit with rigid
beam elements on the top as well as on the bottom side. The drone hits the windshield centrally.
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Figure 11: Realistic boundary conditions; including one half of the H/C cockpit
First, the results from the simulations are compared using the base windshield wall thickness of 6 mm. Figure 12
compares the damage patterns of the simulation models. Here, the drone hits the windshield with the two motors
positioned at the front and causes damage to the windshield in the impact area. The propagation of the damage occurs
due to the impact of the drone body with the battery and the motors positioned at the rear. The deformation behavior
of the windshields and the drones are very similar in both models.

Figure 12: Damage of the windshield with different boundary conditions
In the next section, the results of the drone impact on the windshield with a wall thickness of 12 mm of the two
simulation models are compared. It is investigated whether the helicopter windshield with a wall thickness of 12 mm
is destroyed by the drone impact despite the windshield being attached to the cockpit structure via the bolted
connection under worst-case conditions. Figure 13 shows the resulting damage of the drone impact on the windshield
of the simulation models under worst-case conditions. Here, it is noticeable that the initial impact of the motors after
2 ms creates a small crack perforation in the cockpit model of the windshield. The perforation is small and is only
caused by the impact of the motor positioned on the left. In contrast, this does not occur in the standard windshield
model. The cockpit model with the realistic bolted connection of the windshield shows a larger damage due to the
drone impact. It should be noted that the perforation of the windshield does not spread in the further course of the
drone strike and thus no penetration of the windshield with damaged components of the drone body would be expected,
because the drone is deflected towards the upper edge of the windshield. The basic windshield model shows a cracking
along the boundaries, as it was already seen in Figure 10. The cockpit model allows a realistic damage image and a
mapping of the kinematics of the drone impact.
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Figure 13: Damage of windshield for different boundary conditions with a thickness of 12 mm

IV. Conclusion
Drones are an increasing threat for manned aviation. Within this paper we investigated the mid-air collision of sUAVs
with two aircraft target structures with numerical simulations. A generic wing leading edge as well as a helicopter
windshield are used as target models. The projectile is a DJI Phantom 4 quadcopter UAV. This study has found that
the projectile does not perforate the targets beneath 80 m/s impact velocity. Higher velocities may lead to severe
damage and possible accidents. Our investigations confirm that drones are able to perforate aircraft structures. With a
velocity of 150 m/s, a drone may perforate the spar of a wing. Velocities between 80 m/s and 150 m/s lead to severe
damage of the skin. The helicopter windshield is perforated at speeds above 90 m/s. The results show, that the
boundary conditions have a significant influence on the impact and damage behavior. A fully clamped boundary
condition develops cracks along the boundary. On the other hand, a realistic cockpit boundary conditions may develop
cracks in the center of the target. Finally, we investigated the influence of the target thickness. The simulations show
that even a doubling of the thickness can develop cracks in a worst-case scenario.
Taken together, these results suggest that drone strikes with aircraft structures must be avoided at all costs. Drone
strikes have a large damage potential and are able to perforate aircraft structures with catastrophic consequences.
Furthermore, UAVs should be designed for a minimal damage potential. Modifications to the aircraft structures in
order to achieve a drone strike resistant design do not seem to be a practicable way forward, due to increasing costs
and masses. The results show that the damage depends on the flight orientation of the UAV. This gives an opportunity
in case of an unavoidable impact to reduce the damage by optimizing the flight orientation of the UAV and is a starting
point for new research.
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